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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY EVENING MAY 17 1907

AMONG THE

GRAFTERS
San Francisco, Cal., May

Madison Park pavilion, 'where for many years Norway's day of Independence has ibeen annually observed by
the .Norwegians of Washington.
Bemkiji, Minn, May 17. The num
erous descendants of the Viking in
northern .Minnesota are assembled

here today in large numbers for the
annual celebration1 of the anniversary
of rhe signing of the Norwegian decla
ration of Independence.

ROOSEVELT

market. , Moderately increased supplies
of stock cattle would meet a good reception at this market.
The week opened on a declining
market for live hogs which was a
condition against all expectations. It
was thought generally that the com
ing on of favorable weather for com
planting would largely curtail the
market movement for hogs ibut contra
ry to this the total supply reported
in sight was about the same as
were
week ago. Packing interests
bearish at all points and succeeded in
forcing a reduction 5 to 7 2 cents.
Hogs were of good quality, largely
in mixed droves but running to quit
strong weights. Sales ranged from
$6.45 for the bulk with top at
$6.40
the latter figure.
Receipts of sheep were moderate at
all points and were made up largely
at this market of wooled Colorado
lambs. Trade was fairly active and
prices unchanged.

CONVERTED
Chicago, May 17. A dispatch to
from Taooma says
the
"President Roosevelt told me he was
considering advocating the appoint
ment of a commission by congress to
appraise the value of railroad prop
erty in the United States," said B.
S. Grosscup, general western counsel
of the Northern Pacific Railroad and
leading corporation attorney, on his
return from the East yesterday. He
added that conversation with U. S,
Senator Daniels and others revealed
the fact that government control of
railroads would be the big issue of
the day. and showed surprising aban
donment of party lines. He said that
either the states must abandon the
attempt to regulate railroads by leg
islation and turn the matter over to
the National government or there
would be government ownership.
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THE RAGES
The following circular has been issued from Carlsbad:
Racing Program.
Territorial Irrigation Celebration at
Carlsbad, N. M., July 3rd, 4th and
5th, 1907.
First Day, July 3.
First Race, 1 : 30 p. m.,

There will be other sessions of the
Institute at 7:45 this evening and at
Following
9:30 Saturday morning.
are some of the subjects to be con
sidered:
"What Should Be the Relation of
the Sunday School to the Church?
"How can Sunday School Literature Be Used Profitably, and the
Scholars Be Induced at the Same
Time to Study the Bible?"

ORCHARD
INTERVIEWED

Boise, Idaho, May 17. The inter"How Can We Keep the Boys in
view given by Harry Orchard yester
Sunday School?"
"Is It Necessary for Sunday School day to the Associated Press has
Children to Attend Preaching Ser proven the falsity of the statement
that he was kept incommunicado and
vices?"
Sunday
school workers that he was insane, or that a confes
The local
Norway.
are taking a lively interest in the sion had been forced from him. Dur
Winnipeg, Man., May 17. Indepen- discussion of the work, and many int ing the evening the doors of the pen
mile dash, free for all, purse $150. eresting features not on the program itentiary were opened to the newspadence day is ' beingj generally observ
Second Race:
mlle dash, for
are interspersed. It would be a help per men for the purpose of showing
ed by thousands qf Norwegian resi
purse
$125.
anyone to attend these meetings, these charges to be false. The apto
Winnipeg
throughout
dents in
and
Half-mil- e
pearance of the man and the statedash,
Race:
Third
for
free
and everybody is invited.
Manitoba.
all, purse $175.
ments he made completely exploded
Chippewa Falls, wis. May 17. Hun
Fourth Race: 2:25 class pace or trot, WILD EXCITEMENT
the charges. Orchard said that any
dreds of Wisconsin Norwegians aie
one-miheats. Best two in three.
ON BOARD OF TRADE. thing he may have said was of his
celebrating Independence day here.
Purse $250.
Chicago, May 17. The scenes of own free will and not caused by any
North Dakota Educational Meet.
The head lodge meeting: of the Sons
Day,
4.
Second
July
17.
May
The
D.,
N.
Grand
Forks,
wild
excitement of yesterday on the threats or promises of immunity. OrNorway
will be aeld tn Chippewa
of
fifth annual North Dakota principals' First Race: 600 yards dash, free for board of trade were duplicated in chard denied that he had a personal
Falls, beginning June 29, and plans
all, purse $160.
conference,
declama
the early trading today. The market grievance against Governor Steunen- San Francisco, Cal., May 17. Dr. for entertaining the visiting delegates
s
Race:
Second
for
dash,
free
will
be
meet
tion
however, instead of opening
contest
and
athletic
at a berg. as has been alleged, but refus
meet
Joseph Poheim, former police com will be formulated at
all, purse $175.
higher level, showed a sharp decline ed to state the nature of his alleged
held at the state university today and
ing.
miasioaer of this city, it is said, furn
There is much specula
tomorrow. The opening session of the Third Race: Gentlemen's driving race on the initial transactions, the losses confession.
ished Detective Bams the details of
for Pecos Valley horses, 2:40 class, ranging from one-hao
principal's conference was held this
to two cents. tion as to what extent his testimony
Rome.
in
Americans
Mayor Schmitz action in compelling
one-mil- e
vehicles Within fifteen minutes, however, the will ibe admissible.
heat,
morning, followed by an address by
Rome, .May 17. Thousands of dele
SAID TO HAVE
him to vote in the matter of toe gates from all nations of Europe and GUN8UL
purse $100.
market not only regained 'the loss. The sixth day of the trial of HayWON CASE AGAINST PAGE Dr. .Borden P. Browne, of Boston uni
French restaurant's license hi order America have arrived here to take
Fourth Race: For two year olds, trot but in some cases advanced above wood commenced at ten o'clock this
following from the Albuquerque versity, on "The Divine Immanence
The
that Ruef could extort from the pro- part tomorrow in the formal opening Journal of Wednesday will 'be of inter The preliminary declamation contests or pace, mile heat, best 2 in 3, yesterday's closing. July options op- morning. Judge Wood, before the juprietors a fee of one thousand dollars of the fifth
ened at 9698, and advanced to ry was brought in, drew attention
convention of
to Roswell people, Maynard Gun-su- l will be held tomorrow morning, and purse $200.
to insure protection. Burns relies on the Sunday Schools of the world. Del est being
Third Day, July 5.
Both September and December to the interviews with Orchard pubwell known here and having the finals in the evening.
this remarkable confession to secure egates to the number of 330 arrived a host of friends in this city:
newspapers,
mile dash, free for all, crossed the dollar mark, touching lished in the morning
Events in the Interscholastic ath First Race:
the conviction of Schmitz on charges on the Romanic from Boston, while
purse
$200.
undoubtedly
which
was calcumeet,
said
he
on
to
held
$1.01.
univer
letic
be
the
case
While the final decrees in the
of extortion.
mlle dash, free for
lated to influence the witnesses and
the North German Lloyd liner Nekar of the Gallup Electric Light company sity campus this afternoon and tomor Second Race:
For Sweet Charity's Sake.
all, for horses that have not won
Folk After the Grafters.
the jury. Whdle this matter was un
dash,
brought 160 more delegates from New versus Gregory. Page et al. will not row afternoon, include
Philadelphia, May 17. The first out der discussion the witnesses and jury
d
d
Kansas City, May 17. Governor York. Several smaller parties have be signed until today, it is understood
first money In any race they were
dash,
dash,
door automobiling event of the season entered.
120-yFolk arrived here this morning to also arrived from the United States that the decision of .the district court run, mile-run- ,
entered in, purse $125.
hurdle, 220-yconfer with the local police commis- making the total number of American will be generally in favor of the hurdle, running high jump, running Third Race: Free for all, pace or trot, in Philadelphia is scheduled for tmnor
The Judge said: "While such pub
mile heats, best three in five purse row, when the society women of the lications appear to the court as not
sioners regarding the contemplated delegates and visitors about 700. plaintiff. The inference is based up broad jump, pole vault for height,
city will hold a anoter car carnival at precisely in contempt, they are nev
$350.
investigation of charges of police cor Nearly all continental countries have on statements made to the attorneys putting 12 pound shot, throwing. 12
Belmont Driving 'park for sweet chari ertheless calculated to Influence the
ruption. Before the meeting of the sent larger delegations than ever be in the case by the court indicating pound hammer, throwing disous and
Rules Governing All Races.
board the Governor said in no uncer fore and there is every prospect that what his findings will be in the case. half-mil- e
relay race. Some of the All running races to be governed by ty's sake. The program includes IS jury in this cause. Something must
events and a big field of contestants be done to prevent a .recurrence of
tain language that the police depart- the assemblage will be one of the While it cannot be positively stated best athletes in the state are taking American Racing Association rules,
All harness races to be governed by will take part. Philadelphia's best this if we are ever to get a Jury.
ment must be cleaned of every ele greatest of its kind .ever held in any until Judge Abbott issues the formal part In the preliminaries.
American Trotting Association rules, known financiers and bankers will be The court is much surprised at this
ment ox graiu Any omcer wno owes country.
decree, it Is rumored that the decision
Chicago Tennis Team.
unless otherwise provided in this pro the judges, stewards and in other ca publication at this time, and would
allegiance to any corporation must
will mean an Injunction against Page,
pacities. The proceeds of the earn! be glad to hear from counsel on the
Chicago, May 17. The crack ten- gram.
be discharged. The officers who do
Fremstad to Sing "Solome."
Harry Coddington and the other deChicago
val, expected to aggregate
several subject."
university
team
will
nis
of
rights
reserves
all
Association
The
not suppress gambling on their beats
Paris May 17. At the urgent solici fendants from engaging la the elec
leave today on an invasion
of the to '..all any and all races off on ac- thousand dollars, will be given to the
or who go into saloons while in uni- tation of Jean tie Reszke, Mme. Olive tric light business in Gallup.
Counsel for the state said they had
Pennsylvania Epileptic hospital.
North, playing Wisconsin university count of ibad weather.
form should meet a like fate. He be Fremstad will sins her role of "Sa
always been opposed to the publicaThe public is familiar with the de- at
o
Madison tomorrow and Minnesota
In all races we require 5 to enter
lieved that most of the officers were lome" In Paris tonight, representing tails of the suit brought by Maynard
tion of anything tending to prejudice
Southern Commercial Travelers.
good honest men, but wrongs have the performance on the nights of May Gunsnl and J. G. Darden, of the Gal- university at Minneapolis on Monday and 3 to start.
possible jurors. Attorneys for the de
Shreveport, La., May 17. Shreve- fense exonerated
crept in and a good shake-uEntrance fee will be 10 per cent of
would 21 and 24. Mme. Fremstad will receive lup Electric Light company and others The 'varsity team Is composed of four
counsel for the
port is today the host of the trade prosecution from
5,000 frances few each
appearance. The plaintiffs allege that after selling veterans, Captain Gray, Hart, Ransom the purse in each race.
he beneficial.
what had occurred,
All entries must be made by seven Iboosters of Louisiana and Mississippi but Richardson claimed that suddenThese are Only Common Thieves. The Paris prod notion has been post the Gallup Electric Light plant to Gun and Carr, and it is considered certain
poned many tintes, owing to disagree- sjuL Page entered into a contract that they will be able to uphold the o'clock p. m. the day before the race. who are gathered here in large numb ly making Orchard accessible at the
Warsaw, Russian Poland, May 17.
ers for the grand council of the Unit- time the jury was being selected, afA band of terrorists held up the city ments with the composer, and public with the latter not to engage In the tennis . honors of the Standard Oil (No deviation from this rule-institution.
ed Commercial Travelers. New Or ter seclusion of fifteen months was
purses
as
will
fol
divided
be
All
office of the Cistula railroad today merest is now at a high pitch.
supply
or
business
electric generating
leans has sent a large and enthusias- evidently done to influence prospecper
30
se60
cent
to
horse:
first
lows:
away
got
a
$5,000
with
after
and
in Gallup in competition with plain
Death of Judge Alarid.
per cent to second horse; 10 per cent tic delegation and all the smaller cit tive jurors. The fact that the GoverMexican War Veterans.
vere fight in which four persons were
tiff. Gunsul alleged that Page is the
Santa Fe, N. M. Probate Judge to third horse.
ies of the two states are well repre nor allowed the newspaper men to
Dallas, Texas. May 17. Aged survi financial backer of the Pacific Improv
killed and two wounded. The office
Alarid
yesterday
of
died
here
heart
sented.
The meetings will extend have the interview at this time was
gathvers
RIVES,
with
T.
wax
are
Mexico
J.
of
Pres.
the
was full of people at the time and
ment company of which Harry Cod disease. He was 48 years of age and
through tomorrow, with many amuse- for the express purpose, he said, of
A. E. SIBGNER, Sec.
soldiers were guarding the approach ered in Dallas today from all parts of dington, J. A. Gordon, Gus Mulholland came of a prominent Mexican
family. The Great Irrigation
Celebration a ment features arranged by the local gaining credence for Orchard. He and
es, hut the terrorists attacked them Texas for a two days state reunion and Palmer Ketner are the ostensible
Republican
politics
was
a
in
He
active
drummers" to add to the hilarity of Darrow vigorously denounced the accitizens,
men
Dallas
have
and
business
with revolvers, killing two and In
Incorporators. The defense repre and served as the first city marshal Territorial Affair.
Promises to be the grandest ever the occasion.
juring four of the guards before they Joined with the patriotic organization sented by Attorney E. W. Dobson has of
tion. Judge Wood sent for the counSanta Fe, holding office for eight pulled off In New Mexico.
ty prosecuting attorney and instructreached the place where the money in giving the veterans a cordial wel denied altogether that Page had any years.
Illinois
deputy
Meet.
Athletic
was
Judge Alarid
also
Secretary Garfield, a cabinet officer
ed
him to make an investigation of
was kept. Then snatching up a bag come and have prepared many enter thing to do with the new company sheriff, deputy United States marshal,
Champaign, 111., May 17. Interschol
of the United States, promises to be
the facts connected with the Orch
containing $5,000 the men ran. The tainments in their honor. Today is and the decision, it is understood will
and
surroundIllinois
of
of
astic
athletes
department,
fire
leader
anniversary of the cap sustain the contention of the plain chief of the
in Carlsbad.
ard interview and to take such acsoldiers fired a volley at the fleeing the sixty-firthe First regiment band, and held
Mr. Newell, director of the recla ing states will hold their annual meet tion as he found warranted.
robbers, but succeeded only In hitting ture of Burrlta by Colonel Williams, tiff that Page is the financial backer other
tomorrow on Illinois field. University
official positions.
mation service will also be a guest.
some of the bystanders, two of whom while tomorrow will be the anniversa of the defendant company.
o
events are
of Illinois. Eighteen
ry
moras
re
without
of
Carlsbad,
occupation
Mata
the
Citizens
of
of
UNCLE JOHNNIE
were killed and five wounded.
Ouneul in his complaint also sued A JAIL BREAKER WAS
scheduled.
by
visitors,
Taylor,
spect to class, will consider
General
and the blockade for damages alleged to have been sus
LEAVES DISGRUNTLED.
Anarchy on Both Sides.
IN KANSAS.
CAUGHT
guests, and will spare neither trou ARMY
Johnnie Kingston, better known as
officials of Tamptoo by Commodore Connor, tained by reason, of the competition
Lodz, May 17. Forty-fiv- e
NEW
OFFICER
N. M. James Grimes,
PRAISES
Fe,
Santa
Uncle Johnnie." left this morning
and workmen of Kuttner's spinning both of which bloodless victories oc of the Pacific company. What tne who escaped from the territorial pen- ble or expense in entertainment.
MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE.
.that all
It is the general
for
Kansas City, on his way to
mill were shot down this morning by curred on the same day without firing decision of the court will be as to the itentiary last year in a sensational
Captain Moseley, U. S. Army, who
'to feel at hone.
patrol of Cossacks, because a band a short or the loss of a single man. damages has not been Intimated.
was in Roswell early In April to in Jamestown to attend the exposition.
manner, has been captured at Clay must be made
o
The City Council has ordered that spect the National Guard, made an From there he will go to Panama,
of terrorirts attacked a mall wagon
Attorney W. B. Chllders appears Center, Kansas, 'being rrrested there
g
Homeward Bound.
'Singers
Viennese
person found
any
shall inofficial visit to the New Mexico where he may locate. If not satisfied
Costfcneighborhood,
killing
the
case.
plaintiff
.In
in the
for the
for safe blowing burglary. This was
New
17.
May
Vienna
York,
The
prosecuted.
Guests
shall be Military Institute. Captain Moseley is n Panama he will go to Mexico,
Our
be
sack- guard and wounding another
servwas
which
he
crime
for
also
the
Male Singing society, which recently
San Antonio Schutzenfest.
Cossack and two postoffice officials.
a man who stands very high in mili where he has holdings.
ing seven years in the New Mexico protected.
arrived in this country for the purpose
The races will be the most enter tary circles, and one whose opinions
Uncle Johnnie has sold all his prop
San Antonio. Tex.. May 17. The fif penitentiary, two of which he had
of serenading President oRosevelt, tieth anniversary of the founding of
taining feature, and for this reason are of value.
Norwegian Independence Day.
erty and other interests in Roswell,
served.
purses are offered.
Krtstaina, Norway, May 17. The sailed for Genoa today on the steamer the San Antonio Schuetzeaverein is
The Superintendent of the Insti and is leaving the town for good, he
He escaped by having a fellbw con- - liberal
ninety-thir- d
If not to win a prize in the tute is in receipt
anniversary of Norwegian Oceanic and will be again in Vienna being celebrated with a state shooting vice wall
Come,
of a letter from says. He was in a 'bad state of mind
on
brick
of
car
in
a
him
Independence is being celebrated in on May 26. Concerts were given by festival, in which teams from nearly shipped to El Paso, and is known far races, to see 'the greatest Irrigation Capt. Moseley which is, in part, as when he left this morning, and had
only bitter words for the place he
this city and th rough t Norway today the 180 members of the society In all the larger cities of the state are and wide In police circles as a pro- project on the Continent and enjoy follows:
Baltimore, Philadelphia and other cit- participating. The tournament will ex
by patriotic speeches, songs,
celebration with fire works. Fire
has called tiome for many years. He
Wingate.
May
13,
1907.
M.,
yeggman.
N.
"Fort
fessional
men's Tournament, base .ball and hun
sions and athletic contests. A great ies end their stay In the Bast was a tend through three days. Many valu
said: "Why, no, I will never return
The Commandant,
dreds of other things too numerous
display of fireworks will be given In continuous ovation.
to this place. The people here are
able prizes and purses are offered for
Washington Track Meet.
New Mexico Military Institute,
the meanest I ever saw, and I was
shots.
this city and thruoue Norway today
the
best
17. 'Hundreds to mention.
May
Wash.,
Seattle,
N.
M.
Roswell,
Interstate Oratorical Contest.
holiday is being observed by
of athletes and visitors arrived in Seat
"SIR:
Please permit counted the meanest man in Kansas
Wichita, Kan.. May 17. Colleges;
Saturday Night Banquet.
cial and commercial institutions.
iby the an- BAND CONCERT AT THE
morning,
your
attracted
tie
this
say
me
is the in its worst days. I couldn't hold a
to
that
Institute
representeight
western
etates are
MILITARY INSTITUTE
May 17. Many promi nual track field meet to be held on
When the European powers attemp of
Topeka,
Kan.,
prosperous,
kept candle to the people of Roswell. They
well
most
healthiest,
in the interstate temperance ora nen-- men are on the program for
The Cadet Band of the New Mexited to force Norway to become sub- ed
Washcampus
University
of
the
of
the
looking
military
establishment that I have robbed me of sums all the way
contest to be Sield at Friends' speeches at the twenty-fourt- h
stamp to thousands
annual ington today and tomorrow. Over a co Military Institute will render ttielr have ever seen outside the National from a two-cen- t
ject to Sweden the Norwegian elect torical
of
university
including
winners
on
the
of dollars. No, 111 never come back."
ed a constiuuonai assembly wmcn
of the Saturday night club, score of high schools in all parts of final band concert of the season
banquet
Academy
at
Point.
West
Colorado,
Johnnie Kingston is probably the
including United States Senator Char- the state are represented. The rule Sunday afternoon, May 19th, at 3:30,
fathered at Fildsvo'.d in 1814. While state contests in Kansas,
"Such an institution certainly re
gambler,
English warships blockaded the coast Illinois, Nebraska. South Dakota, Min- les Curtis, Chester I. Curtis and O. L. limiting the number of contestants of promptly, at the New Mexico Milita- flects credit on the Territory and up- oldest living professional
All of the Clarke, of Galveston, Texas.
ry Institute Campus. The following
being over eighty, and. still piles his
and the army of Sweden marched on nesota, Iowa and Texas.
any
one
a
blow
twelve
is
to
institution
on
individuals
who
those
have
its
temperance
nefarious trade. He has never cared
the eastern border, the famine strick- orations will deal with
at Seattle and Tacoma and will give I.will ibe the program:
management In charge.
and the "demon rum" will like
March, "New Mexico Military In
St. Joe. Cattle and Sheep Sales.
for Roswell since gambling was put
en people adopted a constitution, de- topics
schools
the
chance
smaller
just
a
better
needs
Nation
of
lots
"The
receive a thorough drubbing,
stitute," Jack Fletcher.
South St. Joseph, Mo.;- May 13.
under the ban of municipal law.
claring Norway free and Independent.
winning.
Declamatory
contests
graduat
schools
send
that
their
such
o
Instead of any curtailment of receipts will be held tonight and tomorrow ev- II. Military Fantasia, "An Evening ates Into civil or military lite ImThe work of the. constitutional con
Meet.
Jamestown Athletic
in Camp," W. S. Ripley.
of cattle at the leading market as was
twenty-twvention was finished May 17. 1814. the
qualities of honor DENTAL BOARD MEETS
bued with high
Norfolk, Va May 17. The athletic anticipated, the week opened up with ening, in which orators from
III. Overture, "Hearts of Gold," G.
HERE IN OCTOBER.
delegates Joining hands and swearing
will
high
state
schools
the
of
plenty
of GRIT to push any
and with
of Jamestown exposition will an increase of about ten thousand at
Dr. F. Nn Brown returned on the
Barnard.
to stand by the document until the grounds
good and righteous undertaking to
the first the five leading markets. This was take part.
IV. Waltz, "Autumn Leaf," Hoskins.
mountains should fall. Since that time be the scene tomorrow offield
(Signed) auto today from Santa Fe, where he
success. Very respectfully,
meets
Barof
series
and
Nugget,"
the
track
G.
of
backV.
attended the Territorial Board of
"Little
cold
Overture,
the
taken to indicate that
May 17 has been a day of rejoicing for
Navy Boys to Row.
GEO. VAN HORN MOSELEY,
arranged for the big fair when the ward spring together with high prices Annapolis, Md., May 17. Three In
Dental Examiners.
He reports that
nard.
the Norwegians at home and abroad, schools
(Captain Fifth U. S. Cavalry.)
and colleges of the tidewater of corn and hay have stimulated the teresting events have been arranged VI. Finale, "Star Spangled Banner."
the Board will hold its next semi
the celebrations approaching in
Mtersctoteetic meet country into a selling humor. Locally for the Naval academy oarsmen tomor
annual meeting, October 8 and 9, in
Battalion parade willy immediately DESTRUCTIVE FIRE
those of the American 4th cities will hold anscheduled
is the mili there was not only an increase in the row,
The next event
YESTERDAY AT LARAMIE. Roswell. He states that H was easy
Colum- follow this program, at i:30
meeting
crew
first
the
the
of July.
will
Laramie. Wyo., May 16. Fire this to get the meeting here, for all the
JACK FLETCHER,
St. Paul. Minn, May 17. WW!am tary athletic tournament which 5th. Bomber of cattle coming, but the pro- bia university team, the second crew
June
(week
during
be
held
of
the
afternoon (Thursday) destroyed the members are anxious to see the Pe
Bandmaster.
portion of steers was larger than has contesting with the Georgetown uniJennings Bryan, Governor Johnson,
Kingford cigar store and the places cos Valley. Dr. Clark, of Artesia, was
The ladles of thd Christian cfaorch been seen for several weeks, however versity second team, and the third
Senator Nelson and other prominent
INST!SCHOOL
SUNDAY
of business of Peterson, tailor. Mil- passed upon favorably by the Board.
good
pretty
give
Sheridan
dinner!
In
will
were
in
the
absorbed
they
crew of naval boys racing against
tnea will address the hundreds of
Saturday, May 18th. Come season and at close to steady prices the Georgetown
TUTE IN PROGRESS. ler, Jeweler, Eggleston, candy. Wall He returned on yesterday's auto.
preps.
Widespread
Sons of Norway assembled in St. building
ad try our chidden pie and other while other points reported a weak
The Sunday school institute now notions. Carter, jewelry, Crawford, se
Paul today from all parte of Minneso- good things.
interest attaches to the showing made
3t4
HOURS
progress at the Baptist church is cond band, and the New England res TWENTY-FOUIn
very
good
Some
lower
market.
and
by the Annapolis oarsmen, owing to
ta to celebrate Norwegian IndepenUNDER WATER.
very largely attended, but the taurant. The Boomerang building was
not
$5.75
fed steers sold at
heavy
Kansas
secretary
of
the
dence day. The celebration' will be
the
the
fact
that
U. 8. WEATHER BUREAU.
Newport, B, I., May 17. The sub
interesting
and
losing
are
both
Its
sessions
business
damaged,
greatly
strong
to
medium
strings
long
of
and
navy
has sanctioned their participa
held n the auditorium. The Framj
(Local Report.)
$5.60: Light tion in the intercollegiate regatta on profitable to those in attendance. Mr. office and Job department. Loss be- marines Octopus and Lake came to
weights went at $5.25
Singing society, a famous Norwegian
RoawelL N. M., May 17. Tempera
Sunday school spe- tween $50,000 and $60,000. The Are the surface yesterday afternoon, after
choral organisation, will furnish the ture. Max, 87; inln, 43: mean, 65- - steers of fair to good quality sold the Hudson, June 26. College men thru J. L. Rupard, is-the
successful trial of 24 hours under
attendance, spoke was practically under control at 2:10.
in
who
cialist
where
$5.40
$4.80
freely
but
at
Annapolis
out tne country hope that
music for the occasion, and several . Precipitation. 00: wind N. E.. vewater.
SunIt was estimated that the Oc
Object
the
of
were
on
night
foreigners
"The
arrested
for
last
Several
lacking flesh they were somewhat of may pot an end to Cornell's virtual
prominent soloists bare been secured locity S miles; pertly cloudy.
topus could have remained under waday School, and this morning on looting.
price. proprietorship in the race.
in
easier
drag
a
shade
and
to take part in the musical exercises.
Forecast,- Roswell and Vicinity:
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"What Should Be Taught and What
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Seattle, WmIl, May 17. The Norse
manager
Partly cloudy tonight and Saturday: small
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'Ros
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Lawrence,
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meetof
A.
The Lake
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air
more
than
Taught."
He
Not
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Blankenahip
arrived last
supply and sold actively at
T. H.
club and Norwegian Singing , society; warmer tonight.
work- well Cement Plaster Co., returned to stood the test well, oat no ewt rmstn
the
of
high
expectations
ing
the
looking
were
act
Tex,
Dixie.
night
steady
prices
there
for
while
from
by
Swedish
assisted
the
arising So
M. WRIGHT.
of He staying powers was made.
er In attendance upon the meetings. Acme this morning.
enough stock cattle here to create a work.
ciety will bold a great celebration In
17.

The Call today says: "From
Eugene
this time forward
Schmitz will be mayor of
San Francisco hi name only.
He has relinquished the reins
of government to a committee
of seven, representing the five
great commercial organizations
of the city. Beginning today,
the city, is under control of
the men selected to administer
tile city's affairs under the
lines demanded by the public.
The capitulation of the mayor is complete.

New York. May 17.

Norwegians of

the metropolis will join in Jie observance of Norway's Independence this
evening, when a program of patriotic
exercises, speeches and music will be
rendered at the hill of the Sons of
-
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complete line in sealed
packages. Come here for
the beet article.
A

MEMBER ASSOCIATED PRESS
SHORT ITEMS OF NEWS
FROM OVER THE TERRITORY
Snow fell ta Santa Fe and surrounding country on Monday and a slight
flurry at Torranse on Tuesday. The
extreme cold weather in these sections is greatly retarding the growth
and development of the crops. In Al- buquerque the extreme cold has even
totally killed some of de trees and

they present a desolate appearance
with bare limbs.
Crowding Into Estancia Valley.
Settlers are crowding by the hundreds Into the Estancia Valley, and
the land is being taken rapidly. Hous
es are going up and the entire valley
is a scene of busy activity. Much
land has already been ploughed and
crops planted. A Record correspondent wis informed that wheat and corn
have come tip and are doing nicely.
One tract of wheat, already over eight
inches high, was estimated that it
would produce at least forty bushels

to the acre, should nothing interfere
There has been
with its growth.
plenty of rain this year in this section, and by using the Campbell sys
tem of dry farming, the farmers claim
to have stored up enough moisture in
the soil to last for the next four
months.
In this valley water can be had at
very shallow depths. There are many
sections in which good shallow wells
exist at about eight feet, and elsewhere water can he secured at from
ten to fifty feet in abundance.
Tne towns along the line of the
Santa Fe Central are rapidly building
and present a very busy appearance,
Estancia and Willard are the best
towns at the present time, and are
busily engaged in scrapping over
first place.
There are a airmber of former residents of Roswell located in this valley, all of whom are doing well. J.
T. Kelley is in the transfer and liverr business at Estancia and T. B.
Williams is located near Moriarty.

worship, the! mages, old and of rare
workmanship which had looked down
upon their great grand parents all
these were now food for the sacrilig
lous flames which disregarding the
sacred place were working speedy
ruin.
The fire started shortly after 9 last
night and all night long the flames
seethed and hissed in fury as they
were lashed by the wind, now creep
ing through a crevise to find fresh
er food, then twining about a post
not yet devoured, or circling an an
cient sill to eat it up by pieces
while surrounding it all stood with
uncovered heads and streaming eyes
those who from Infancy had bowed
before its sacred shrines. Late until
today the fire burned, crowds of sor
rowing people stood watching it, many
of whom had not for a moment left
the scene during the night, though
but little remained save the smould
ering embers. The old caurch is a
comDlete wreck and the relics and
treasures of centuries have disap
peared for ever.
There were many a rare and costly
article in the church, none of which
The images
can ever be replaced.
nearly a dozen in number were partic
ularly antique and they were greatly
prized. Among these were many of
special importance; .Nuestra Senora
de los Dulores, (Mother of Sorrow
El Medero, (Jesus on the Cross.)
San Jose y Maria (Joseph and Mary)
San Antonio (Saint Anthony) wio is
the patron saint of the Pueblo Indians
of whom the Ysletas are a branch
Nuestra Senora del Carment, ' St. Isi
doro, and Jesus on the cross. .
By the strangd fatality, today is the
day of Saint Isidoro, and had the fire
not occurred this image would have
been carriel about the church amid
eeremonie and fontastic deco
rations. Hundreds of people are now
surrounding taei smoking ruins who
conflagration
but for last iigb-twould be participating is the rites of
the religious rUbs. The old images
were brought to Ysleta by the Span
lards several hundred years ago, and
as far as Is known there are no others
like them in existence.
The caudle sticks of iche church
were of solid gold, from three to fou
feet high, and w ?re made In toe old
days by hand of the purest gold. The
draperies were rare and of costly tex- ture, and the orban had been only
recently purchase id. the members of
the church contri buting their dollars
and dimes and pennies with pride
;
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Company.
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Co.

the present year nearly 600 cars of
immigrant outfits were unloaded at
stations in the Pecos valley, according
to the traffic manager of the Peavine.
The figure is to be contrasted with
Eie 175 cars unloaded at the same
period last year.
The movement of homeseekers into
the Pecos Valley, and into the Panhan
die of Texas, during the last two
years has been one of the marvels of
One would
western development.
think to see the Kansas City depot
jammed day and night with emigrant
and to see the train loads of house
hold and farm chattels awaiting disposal In the promised land, that half
the population of the United States
had all at once been dispossessed
by a foreign invader and forced to
seek new abiding places.
All the railroads are working hard
to promote the. movement

of immi

sician among the highest class artists
of Texas. She held an important position in the recent festival of mueie
at Sherman, in which the Chicago
Symphony orchestra under the lead
ership of the noted Alexander von
Fielitz. took the leading' part. Her
father. Dr. Norfleet, of Artesia, took
part in the festival, also by singing in
the oratorio.
When little Helen contributed her
part of the program the orchestra
and entire audience gave her a great
ovation.
The Sherman Daily Demo
crat of May 3 gave the festival an ex
with pictures of the
tended write-uparticipants and following is what it
bad to say of the former Rosw
girl:
With every available seat of the
opera house filled, two hundred col
lege maids in the oratorio, simply
gowned in white, seated in tiers
reaching high up above the stage, for
a background, fifty musicians arraign
ed on the stage, and in the midst of
this Miss Helen Norfleet made her de
but last night. Miss Norfleet, pupil
of George Kruger, director of the
conservatory has for the
past year occupied quite a prominen
place in the Sherman musical circles
despite her very young age of fifteen
years. She is a favorite with the
public and bids fair to be, in after
years, a pianist of worth. Last even
ing she played a concertstuck by
Weber. In her playing she displayed
a solid foundation of teennique upon
which to build her career. She has
a delightful touch and an apprecia
tion of tonal effects which enables her
not only to capture her audience ibut
the orchestra as well. She was given
such an ovation as has never yet
been given to an amateur in Sher
man in the past six years. Helen Nor
con
fleet has been a pupil of
servatory of music but fifteen month
Before her coming to Mr. Kruger she
had had but eight months' training.
Kidd-Ke-

y
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talks through
shore
Then ihete ars two id U
a half miles of nod3
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thru low or swampy! land to- Oaten Hit
where there are" three locks teach
some four ad
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ship to
the summit level of the canal. Once
above the locks, a ship finds herself
in the great artificial lake through
which a channel is bouyed. This is
Lake Gaton. She follows the bouys
for twenty-thremiles until she reach
es Gam boa the? point at which ' the
Chagres coming down from the mountains, meets the lake. Just beyond this
point she meets the
next hard
out the beginning of the Culebra.
This is eighty-twfeet above the sea
level, the canal's summit. The whole
length of the canal from deep water
to deep water is 49 miles, while the
length from shore line to shore line
is 41 miles.
The heaviest cutting in the Culebra
cut is between whit is known as the
36 and 38 mile points, but there are
three miles of deep cutting. This ex;
cavation is through an indurated clay.
The deepest part of the cut is 290
feet and millions of cubic yards will
have to be taken out.
Passing through this a vessel will
find itself at Miguel lock of 27
feet
and 31
miles from the entrance.
She is dropped into the lake formed
by another lock of 54
feet at .the
Pacific which forms the lake
into
which the Rio Grande flows.
This
(the
lock
is
called
Boca
last
La
mouth). The trip across the lake is
of several miles, and this ends the
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Thpse tfcat have auy office work of any kind
and neecf any thing- that a first class up
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Mouldings, fcash, Doors,
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
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CASH FOR SMALL ADS.
Small ads., under one dollar,
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Abstracts

grants into New Mexico and Texa3.
FOR SALE.
They can afford to carry them cheap
FOR
SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
.
every
family
ly in large bodies, for
Skillmaa.
42tf
settled on land tributary to their road
means a steady income from traffic
FOR SALE:
Water barrels. Pecos
Valley Trading Co.
62t6
for all time to come,
Iowa Butts in with This.
It will be a wonder if New Mexico
Five room house, 211
17. William D FOR SALE:
Fairfield,
May
la.,
does not show the coveted 500,000 by
So. Mo. ave. Apply there.
45tf
the time of the 1910 census; and as Haywood, now on trial in Idaho for
the
Steunenmurder
of
exGovernor
Stujebaker
for the Panhandle, there is a great
FOR SALE CHEAP:
big rich field, full of prosperous peo berg is the son of a former resident
buggy, almost new, 'phone 79. 62tf
ple, a line farming country with annu of this city and now has ail uncle,
8 H .P. gasoline en
James Messick living here. Mr. Mes- FOR SALE:
al rainfall from 20 to 30 inches
gine. L. K. MoGaffey, 108 N. Main
is one of the most respected citi
sick
country of infinite possibilities, awaitstreet.
26tf
ing merely another railroad from El zens of the neighborhood, is confiden
nephew's
shelving
innocence
good
his
of
believes
40
and
FOR
SALE:
feet
Paso by way of the Pecos Valley to
in first class condition. R. L.
to be the victim of persecution.
the Red river, in order to give Its him
T.
H.
54tf
Malone.
The senior Haywood settled on
lands as high a value for profitable
303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
1874,
farm
near
on
residing
here in
in FOR SALE:
12 vacant lots
and pleasant farming activity as land
Hill,
South
for
of actual
possesses in any other parts of the the vicinity for about eleven years
value. Carlton & Bell.
He was known as a quiet,
country.
citizen and was intensely patriotic, FOR SALE: Some choice residence
journey.
lots, well located, at
his
ancestors having been among the
All this is shown in the relief map
prices.
NEW MEXICO MINING
W. C. Held.
CARLTON & BELL.
j. M. Her re .
English settlers in this country.
first
hills, valleys, water courses', lakes;
COMPANIES INCORPORATE
acres,
20
FOR
house,
SALE:
leaving
Haywood
islands and even the ships themselves
After
here
became
Reid & flervey
artesian well, some fruit. Best bar
Santa Fe, Three mining companies a mail carrier tor the government,
largest that are contemplated
Blood Poison from Frozen Foot.
gain in the Valley. Carlton & Bell. the
made
scale,
to
as the chart is, will
have filed incorporation papers. They being one of the first riders to carry
James C Cameron, the sheep herdLAWYERS
One rotary and drop be seen in the locks and in the lakes
er who was brought to Carlsbad a few
are the San Fernando Mine Company the United States mails to California. FOR SALE.
and
in
the
canal,
and
water
actual
Austin well drilling machine. Phone will complete the .realism of the Room 9. Texas Block. Phone 5a 1
days ago to have his foot amputated,
of Alamogordo, Otero county; capi ine long ana Hazardous trips were
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf scene.
as a result of having it frozen, white
on
Haywood
made
horseback.
Later
talized at f 500,000, the incorporators
The scale is one foot to the
exposed to the storm of two weeks
to
went
Lake City, where he mar FOR SALE:
Salt
room
All
Five
house.
saving that the commercial
and directors being: Pswyn D. Warn- ried and where William D. Haywood
ago, died in the "hospital as a result
conveniences; also buggy and har dimensions are exaggerated, otherwise
ock and J. W, Thompson of Alamogor was born some forty-siof blood poison. He was buried under
years ago.
ness. Apply 206 West 8th St. 59tf the mills, some of which are as much
the auspices of Eddy Grove Camp,
do, and George Miksch and Frank Another uncle of the Haywood now on
as 800 feet high, would not show up
No. 5. W. O. W.
SALE:
SPECIALIST.
Three or four miles of at all in a map 122 by 60 feet.
Holmes of Brice, at which latter trial for murder was one of the 'most FORopen
The canal where the cut is 200 feet
woven wire fence:
also
prominent residents of Fairfield, dying
EYE
EAR,
NOSE & THROAT.
place the company will operate.
wide
posts.
depth
a
40
and
fence
Apply Oasis ranch, or
has
feet. In
of
A FAMOUS OLD MEXICAN
a few years ago.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
Mining
Millin
The
Monte
Rico
and
varying
a
the
has
lakes
phone
it
width
and
347.
07tf.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block
CHURCH IS BURNED. to secure R.
depth, but never less than 40 feet.
company, of Lordsburg, Grant county
FOR SALE:
600 acres, fine, level
PANAMA CANAL ON MAP
o
The toper of the church was under with capital of $500,000.
The famous old church of Ysleta,
land, rich soil, 5 miles from RosAT JAMESTOWN EXPOSITION.
located near El Paso and known for going reconstruction and a consider
The Three Rivers Mining company
well, $700.00 per acre. Carlton & THE NEGRO WHAT
(By John T. Maginnis.)
WHERE, WHEN AND WHY?
hundreds of years as Nuestra Senora able expense had just .been incurred of Alamogordo, Otero county, capital
Bell.
Norfolk, Va., May 15. Looking ov
Washington, May 17. The negro
del Carmen, was totally destroyed by in this.
R.
ized at $3,000. The incorporators and er a parapet
LUND
Five acres on South
wall of concrete a foot FOR SALE:
which supported directors are: John N. Schumancher,
The large
fire Wednesday. Owing to the histori
what is he, where did he come from.
one
Hill,
street,
block
from
Main
high
may
one
thick
see in
and breast
LAWYER
cal value connected with this church, the roof of the ola church, had never Erward I. Barton, Noah Early, Steph
at a sacrifice price. Carlton & when did he originate and what is he
at the Jamestown Exposi
Bell.
the following article from the El Pa- been touched by saw or planer, but en D. Aiken, D B. Hayes and Chorles miniature
questions
These
are
here
the
for?
Specialty lining Law
tion the Isthmus of Panama as it
so News is considered worthy of re- had been. hewed from logs in the C. Thiel, of Chicago and James G. will
appear after the great ditch has FOR SALE:
Good, safe driving that the United States bureau of eth
Navajo
Block. - - 324 N. Main.
primitive manner of the day when Barret of Alamogordo.
production:
nology
expects
to
been dug by Uncle Sam. A civil en
as
answer
a result
horse; also new .buggy and 'harlogs
gineer,
was
building
who
Johnson,
erected,
in
H.
C.
the
is
the
the
More than 1000 people in Ysleta are
Incorporation papers were also fil employ of the Panama Canal Commis
ness, cheap. Inquire at Western of investigations about to be underalmost heart broken today over the having been floated down the river ed by the Chaves County Abstract sion,
taken. Distinguished American scien
Grocery Co.
64t3
..qBBaban-superintendent
is
destruction of Nuestra Senora del Car from the Glorietta mountains.
tists will visit various portions of
company, of Roswell, Chaves county. sion issuperintending one eonstruc- The Wills werel of adobe, the only New . Mexico, capitalized at $12,000. lon of a great Panama CanalETAO Beautiful house for sale, 1202 N. Ky. Africa, exploring the innermost intermen, one of the oldest church edifices
6
strictly
modren,
rooms,"
shade ior of the dark continent in order
o fa great relief map. a fine piece
in North America, a place in which material obtainable when the church
Dr. C. B. Hucbiason
The Alamo Business Man's club, of tiontopographical
trees, shrubbery and nice lawn. Ea to
work which covers
Dr. nary B. Hutchinson
they and their parents and their grand was bulk, a'ad were about four and Alamogordo; the New Mexico Holi of sixth
study the black peoples who have
sy
200
terms.
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ave..
Lea
Tel.
an
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near
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of
of the American School of
a
Graduate
thick.
half
feet
parents were christened when babies,
not yet come in contact with civiliza63t24.
ness College of Lakewood, Eddy coun- government buildings.
OHtopathy, KlHknvllle MIhkouI.
The old church (was bujlt near the ty, and the Presbyterian church of
any
expecin
and around which lie the bodies of
tion
of
is
forms.
There is a popular fallacy that the FOR SALE:
its
It
W. 4th St
21
Calls answered at al boors.
Motor cycle, 4hp. in
Pacific Ocean is four feet higher
their ancestors for many generations. middle of the sixteenth eewtury and Magdalena, Socorro county.
Telephone No. 970.
fine running condition,
and ted that this thorough inquiry into the
tires
Isthmus,
but
at
.the
than
the
Atlantic
long!
chain of missions
Fire, which in some manner was was one of a
engine in fine shape. It it a bargain origin and racial history of the negro
to substan
there is no scientific data
communicated to some sulphur which established by Francisco order, in LABORER INJURED IN AN
proposition. - The fact that
tiate
that
sold at once. Box 324 Roswell, will aid greatly in arriving at a fair
if
ACCIDENT ATCARLSBAD. in that latitude the moon fails to imake
the sexton had placed about the eaves cluding the historic churches still
N. M.
61tl0 estimate of the possibilities of development of the race and thereby reach
of the historic old building to drive standing around San Antonio. It J, W. Riggs, a laborer, met with a its impression on the Atlantic Ocean,
gives
while
the Pacific a tide of FOR SALE: Nice house, well locat ing a settlement of the
away bats, caught in the dry timbers stood a mute witness to all that per painful accident at the Dark Canyon twenty-fiv- eit
plenty
water,
shade.
feet.
ed.artesian
East 2nd Street
"race problem" now confronting
and quickly filled the structure with tains to (he development of the coun wells thU afternoon which may result
Business out of town demands parone starting out to comprehend
country.
Blacksmiths
and Wood
this
smoke so dense that no human could try, and has been the scene of relig seriously. While at work on the new theIf situation, would get his bearings
will
cheap.
attention,
Car
ties
sell
penetrate it, though crowds of fran- ious worship, of Christening of babies well which is 18 inches in diameter it is necessary that he should underlton & Bell.
Of all the races of the world, ethWorkmen.
nologists know least of the African
tic Indians surged toward the ancient of marriage ceremonies and of funer- and 65 feet- deep, he slipped and fell stand at the outset that the Isthmus
a specialty, fall Pnone
not extend north and south as
black!.
doors and It was with difficulty that al sermons for Dearly 400 years. Be into the well. He was recovered In does
Exhaustive researches have 127 and we will call for and deliver
FOR RENT.
may- suppose, though its hills are
e
been made into the origin, racial his- your work. Everything first class, or
they could be restrained from rushing neath its floors reposed the bodies of an unconscious condition. His right a continuation of the mountain range
One furnished room, tory, traits, habits and character of money refunded.
the former priests and about it lie leg was broken in two places, his which in South America is known FOR RENT:
in to meet inevitable death.
nice location, 512 N- Lea.
58tf
And no wonder these poor people! buried the men and women and chil shoulder dislocated and his scalp bad- as the Andes and in North America
the white, yellow and red peoples.
Ibeen.
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were wim witn
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dispair, for amid the flames were did have lived and tiled in the town of
sleeping rooms with bath, 102 S. groes in this country, i3iing is
He was brought to the hospital in Nor
west as some maps seem to indicate.
They
appeatring the onost sacred things Ysleta during more than three cen this city, where he is receiving medi- The
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come
widely
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from
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65t3
general direction of the canal
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they knew on earth. The altar at turies. It is said that many of the cal aid and treatment.
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different
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extends from Panama on the Pacific FOR RENT:
Alameda Greenhouse.
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Telephone 184.
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board.
The Dexter News got a new cyl tic. People in Panama instead of
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but beyond this their history has
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printing
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and
never been written.
dear to their
sacraments the benches on which all of the
and out over the Pacific to see the sun
their lives long they had sat for hearts, and the aged sexton whp left a brighter, better sheet than ever be set, realiy look eastward to see the
Transfers of Real Estate.
Funeral of Frank Fox Thursday.
the candles burning last ' night, by fore is aow expected from Editor sun rise in an estuary of the Pacific,
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Service was conducted at acres in 15 and 2240-23- .
work of the French company. Their
Lines.. This statement was especially
nished, by first of June. Three in
so that we can al- Money
Cheapest
Loan
on
to
Atthe
Roswell
at
Cristobal
started
Tent City at ten o'clock
canal
the
worthy, of notice on account of tire
at
lantic and extending to a point aear family and no sickness. Inquire
by Rev, John Murray, of the Method
ways give you fresh
FOR SALE OR TRADE.
great increase oil tie past year, 4s
6&t2
this office.
Qaton locks, nearly six miles, is bareist Episcopal church. Many friends
A splendid hotel 'proposition, a mon1' compared with the previous year and Opposite the Post Office
Candy
ly four feet deep now. There were
of the deceased and her husband were ey maker the first (day and every day.
as showing the greater "number of pea
other bits of excavations also, includL0S1.
In attendance.
Don't pass this uif. 8e CARLTON
ing some work at Oilebra near the
pla coming, to, thd great aouti west.
side.A BELL.
other
grip,
depot
between
Canvas
LOST:
,In commenting onychia letter,,.the
idling's
A card ta &e Roswell Trade Direc
The American canal may "be brief- ' and ten miles south of town.' Leave
4-El Paso Herald says:
tory brings results and keeps your
IX you nave. a trade bronoaltion of
ly described thus: Starting at toe
IS- 66t3
office
far
reward.
Record
at
name
dredged
Daring Che fin three months of
any kind see ua. fCarltoa a Bell.
before the people.
channel
Atlantic there is a
-
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Ctamiuon mules.- - riwt htMd, $15.00.
'cattle,- - per head,- - $9.00.

ROSWELL5

Cattle, 'other than range stock, per
i
head.. $15.00.
Common goats, per head, . $1.00.
Improved Angora goats, per head;

Trade Directory
Abstracts.

Dye Works.

IkTc

$2.00.

Mens Furnishers.

DYE WORKS : Recently estab-- 1 E. H. WILLIAMS ft CO. The only
lished here. Cleaning and; pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers in the
uita made to order, phoaeJ 517.
Pecos Valley.

Most complete
CARLTON ft BELL.
set abstract books In Pecos ValleyJ
Twenty-fiv- e
years experience.

CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Reliable and
4t26
prompt.
BERNARD

r--

-

ciecincians.

"I"

Photographers.

i

ft CO. Successors to Walton.
Zlectxical HESS
GtJNSUL.
enlarge
First
class photographs,
'phonel
Contractor, 303 N. .Main,
ments, and views.
141. Agent General Electric Co. All
Architects.
kinds of electric work.
O. C. Nelson,
J. M. Nelson.
Painters & Paper Hangers.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
Roswell, N. M.
E.
L. COOPER.
Oklahoma Blk.
Painter , and paper
Furniture Stored
hanger., My painting is first class.
IdILLET FURNITURE COL Swellest I hang paper the right way. Phone
3t26"
Butcher Shops.
line of furniture in Roswell. See us 215.
for Refrigerators.

T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats W.
W. OGLE. Everything from
Public Service Corporations.
staple and fancy groceries.
knitting needle to an eldphant, also
ROSWELL" ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
V. S. MEAT MARKET. Keeps notbJ Furniture and Hard war
The best light and power. Phone
ing but the best. Quality our
131 and 150.
motto.

Fire Insurance

THE

MARKET.
SACRAMENTO
Piano Tuners.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's the( R. L.
over
T. H. M ALONE:
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, pbxfne 262. Let GOOD TUNERS, like good pianos,
us protect you against I ss by fire.
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place
tuner for both. Oppo
good
corn fed beef and all oth KELLAHIN - ACALFKH.
Represent- - expert piano
lor
er meats, 123 N. Main st. "Phonel ing nothing but reliabl and safe site P. O., 'phone 85.
56.
fire insurance com paries. Insure
with us. 303 N. Main
Printing

Bake Shops.

Grocery Stor

Cards, posters, com.
mercial stationery, booklets, cata'
logues. The Dally Record.

PPRINTING:

HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread caked
GROCERY I CO. The
and pies, made fresh every day. WESTERN
leading grocery store, nothing but
Special orders for parties, etc.

tae best.

CASH

GROCERY. Kirk Patrick &
Prunty, Prop. Strictly.' cash. Ourl

Blacksmith Shops.

Racket Store.
RACKET STORE. Dealer In
Notions, China, graniteware and
cooking utensils.

THE

groceries are the best, t

THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires.
norse shoeing, wheel work, plow-wotk, ana tire setting.

Real Estate.

Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.

COOPER "ft MILLICE. Real Estate,
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds Of ROSWELL WOOL ft HIDE CO. Let Room 8, Texas Block.
blackamithing and wood work. uo luiiusu jruu niiji yuur vintiu, luai
& BELL. Do the largest
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my and wood, we buy hides, phone SO. CARLTON
real estate business In the city. If
specialty.
ROSWELL
CoaL
TRADING CO.
you- - are in Hie market to buy or
Hay, and Grain. Always the best. sell, see us.
East
Second St Phone 126.
EDWARD A." FINNEGAN.
Garst
Book Store.
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
Harness & Saddlery.
on 5 per cent commission.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat- est books, stationery and periodi- J. F. PATTERSON.
KELLAHIN
Real es
ft CALFEE.
Manufactures
cals.
the finest line of leathJer goods in tate. Make a specialty on city pro
perty. 303 N. Main St.
the Pecos Valley.
Real Ea
GIiMORE ft FLEMING:
Billiard-Poo- l
Halls.
Hardware Stores.
tate and Live Stock. Garst Build
BOWLING, BILLIARDS,
POOL. ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Whole ing, Room No. 8.
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equip- - sale and - retail hardware, pipe,
pumps, gasoline engines, fencing. List your property at lowest possible
menu Geo. b. Jewett, Prop.
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
THE ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
CO. Roa well's growing hardware American Natl Bank, 'phone 47.
store, the place where you can find
Bottling Works.
just what you want in hardware.
Ready-to-weApparel.
KIRB Y S BOTTLING WORKS.
So. 322 N. Main.
Main St. Refresh your memory by W- - P. LEWIS HARDWARE
CO.
MORRISON BROS. STORE.
phoning No. 163 for a case of Klr-- j The largest house in the West. Po--j THE
Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
bys Best.
lite attention, complete stock and; for men, women and children. Milright prices. We solicit your busi- linery a specialty.
ness. First and Main.
ar

Building and Loan Associations

Seed Store.

Hotels.
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's'
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
ft
new THE
GILKESON:
Roswell's
SEED CO. AH kinds of field and
harness store for loans or homes on THE
hotel, rooms with private bath. All garden seed, write
for catalogue.
easy payments.
accommodations
One
first class.
;
Block West of Post office.
Shoe Stores.
European
EL CAPITAN
HOTEL.
Candy Store.
plan. Rooms, 50c; meals, 25a. One
THE
SHOE STORE. Only
PEELER
block west of depot.
shoe store. Peters and
exclusive
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE. Finest GRAND CENTRAL
New
HOTEL:
Stetson shoes our specials.
line of candies, shelled nuts, ci- management.
Woodruff
ft De-gars. Hot and cold drinks.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally
Second Hand Stores.
ly located.
managed MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
HOTEL
SHELBY:
New'
Civil Engineer.
ment. "'he leading hotel of the city. Dealer in new and second hand
goods.
Survey--j H. KerchevaL Prop.
JAS. LLOYD THOMPSON.
lng. Designing and Drafting. Con- ROSWELL HOTEL.
Dollar aOSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
The
crete work a specialty. All work Day House, 300 feet west of depot. New and second hand furniture,
guaranteed. Office, Room 9, Garst
100-0N. Main. Hills ft Rogers,
Building.
12t26
Prop. Phone 69.
Jewelry Stores.
HAND STORE.
HARRY MORRISON.
The leading MAKIN'S SECOND
prices paid for second
jeweler. Watches, Highest
Contractors and Builders.
and exclusive
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass Hand goods. Phone 227.
T. R. EVERMAN.
See me before) and hand painted China, Sterling
yon build. My estimates are based and plated silverware.
Sanatorium
on figures. 25 years experience. Sat L. B. BOELLNER. Roswell's ibest
isfactlon guaranteed. Phone 107.
jeweler. A full line cut glass, hand ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
Dr. C. L.
TORIUM, Incorporated.
painted China, diamonds, etc.
GARRETT ft SPARKS.
Contractors C. FEINBERG Roswell's new Jew Parsons, Manager.
and Bulders. Painting and paper-- ) eler. Call and see me, at 203 N.
banging. P. O. Box 566 159 E. 5th. Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
Surety Companies .
We repair watches, all work guar
anteed.
R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
Department Stores.
& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
Lumber Yards.
.

2

'

Dry goods, PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
sup-- j
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce-- j
Tailors.
ment, paints, varnish and glass.
plies. ,
"Tailor made suits.
W." P. WOOD:
Oldest Cleaning and pressing, 1184 North
JOYCE-PRUI- T
Dry
CO.
Goods. ROSWELLyardLUMBER CO.
See
Roswell.
foil
us
lumber
in
Clothing, Groceries, etc The larg
409.
kinds of building materials and Main St. Phone
est supply house in the Southwest. all
paint.
Wholesale and Retail.
Transfers.
KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us fori
Shingles, etc. We treat ROBERT BALLARD. The Reliable
Lumber,
you right. East 4th St.
Transfer man.' Down- - town phone
Drug Stores.
224. Residence phone 426.
Life Insurance.
ROSWELL DRUG ft JEWELRY CO.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All CAPITAL LIFE. INSURANCE CO
Undertakers.
things
Denver Col., A Western Co., for the) DILLEY &
Pri
people.
largest
dlvM
The
Western
ambulance, prompt service.
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters dend payer in the business. - See us vate
for drugs, wall paper, paints, var-- J before you buy, no trouble to show ULLERY FURNITURE CO. Undernish.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager. takers. 'Phone No.. 75 or No. 111.

JAFFA. PRAGER ft CO.

clothing, groceries and ranch

e.

"l
:

'

proceedings of the Board of County
County,
Commissioners of Chaves
Now Mexico, at a Special Meeting
Thereof Held at the Court House

on Friday, March 1st, 1907.
met at 2:00 o'clock p. m.
Present: W. M. Atkinson, Chairman:
iN. J.
F. P.
Fritx, Commissioner:
Gayle, Clerk.
The following official bonds were
examined And approved:

. Board

-

Fred Rsthgeber, Constable Precinct

No. 7, (Lower Penasoo).
O. F. Calloway, Constable Precinct
No. 4. (Dexter).

C H, Foster. Constable Precinct

No. $. (Lake Arthur).
.
Geo. H. Bass, Constable Precinct
, .
No. 3, (South Spring).
Butcher's bond of O. D. White was
j
examined, and" approved.
Now comes V. R. Kenney, County
Surveyor, by written report, acting
under Instructions from this Board,
showing the results of his soundings
"A" and
it t: rxter hr idge sites appearing
C, recently made, and It
'

-

v

from eaid report

that at his site C"
the most satisfactory and practical location for the highway bridge
to be constructed over the Pecos river ' near Dexter, and contract for
on the 5th
which heretofore,
day of December, 1906, was awarded
to the Midland Bridge Ox, of Kansas
City. Mo., it is therefore ordered
that said highway bridge be constructed over the Pecos river at said site
"C," near Dexter, Chaves county. 1$.
M
as per. contract wlEi said The
Midland Bridge Co.
, Board adjourned until 10:00 a. m.
Is

to-wi-

t,

It Is ordered that the Tax Assessor
the following valuations on all
taxable property In the county of
Chaves, for the year of 1907.
The Pecos Valley and Northeastern
Railroad Company on its main lines
per mile, $3,750; : On its side tracks
and switches per mile $1,000. All tele
graph lines for first wire per mile,
$50; and for each additional wire per
place

'Made
in New Yoiik
vuiu vulgarity expressed in "load"

;

Sheep, per head, $1.75.
Burros, per head, $2.00.
Swine, per head, $3.60.
National and , other-- , banking stock
and surplus, at 60 per cent of its par
value, and all real estate and improve
ments belonging to such banks, to .be
assessed as other property in .that lo
cality, except, banking buildings where
any portion of its capital stock Is in
vested in such building.
All other property on the same bas
is as properties above.
All agricultural lands north of twp,
line between twps.. 11 and 12 south
other than bearing orchards with per.
manent water rights $17.50 per acre.
Not in cultivation with water right
$7.50 per acre. All bearing' orchards
in the same localities $30.00 per acre.
All agricultural lands south of Twp.
line between Twps, 11 and 12 South
outside of Penasco precinct In actual
cultivation witJi permanent water
rights $12.50 per acre.- - Not in cultivation with water rights, $5.00 per
acre. All bearing orchards in same
locality $25.00 per acre.
All agricultural lands In Penasco

--

divining, cvxxi cu. ijcujauiiu co vo. maKe
clothes onlv for
distinctive in " character but never over -step :
i
il
pmg
me limits
01

correcttigrm.
The

merchant in
vr
clothing bearing the Alfred Benjamin Aociio
Co.
label sells the very best clothing the most
skilled tailormen can produce.

"j

Correct Clothes for Men

Exclusive Agent Here.

The Morrison Bros;
213-21- 5

precinct in actual cultivation $10.00
per acre. Not in cultivation with water rights $5.00 per acre. Bearing or
chards in Penasco Precinct $20.00 per
acre. All other lands in cultivation
without permanent water rights $7.50
per acre.
All Hondo lands which are to re
ceive water from Hondo Reservoir,
not In cultivation $5.00 per acre.
AH grazing lands with stock water
thereon by well or otherwise so lo
cated or situated to utilize privileges

of which amount $2,064.00 has been
raised and will be paid by the citizens of Lake Arthur Precinct, leaving
the sum of $4,052.55 to .be paid out of
the tax levy against aU of the taxable property In Chaves County; and
Whereas; it is the opinion of this
board that a public highway bridge
across the Pecos River near Lake Ar
thur is a public necessity and will be
a public benefit, and will enhance the
values of property and develop the
country in Lake Arthur Precinct withof grazing on government lands, $1.25 in a reasonable time to such an exper acre.
tent that it will assist more in the
Grazing lands so situated or locat support of the county government of
ed as to utilize grazing privileges on Chaves County than the tax approprla
government land without stock water tlon to help in building said highway
$1.00 per acre.
bridge;
Grazing lands other than above
Therefore, Be it Resolved and Or
specified 30 cents per acre.
dered that this board appropriate the
sum of $4,052.55 out of County taxes
to assist the citizens of Lake Arthur
precinct In building a public highway
bridge across the Pecos river near
Lake Arthur, and
Be It Further Resolved; that In or
der to raise the sum of $4,052.55 to
assist in building said highway bridge
a tax levy be made for the year 1907
against all taxaible property in Chaves County sufficient to raise the sum
of $4,052.55 after costs of assessing
and collecting are paid to assist in
A cottage for eale? I
building and completing said highway
bridge to be paid on contract for the
have buyers for cottage
building of said highway bridge as
homes ranging , from
may be approved by this board, and
Be It further resolvea and ordered
$1000 to $2000. Give
that, J. J.Boyd, J. K. Hearte andR. V.
me a trial if you want
mittee, duly appointed
enter Into contract with some reliato Bell.
ble bridge building contractor for the
construction of said highway bridge
for the sum of $6,116.55 completed,
sMd contract to be approved by this
board and a copy of which must be fil
ed with the Probate Clerk of Chaves
County, N. M., and
Be it Further Resolved and Order
ed J. J. Boyd, J. K. Hearte and R. V.
In Patterson's Harness Store. Crowder
be and they are hereby ap
pointed a committee to look after the
All lands known to be within the Interests of Chaves County without
Artesian belt and where artesian wells compensation In the construction of
cam be obtained without a reasonable said' highway bridge and who shall
doubt, $2.50 per acre.
act with and under the instructions
All acre lands in Sees. 32 and 33 of this board, and
Be it Further Resolved that the pro
Twp. 10 South and in Sees. 4 and 5,
Twp 11 S. R- - 24 East, $25.00 per acre position to build this bridge across
All lands in lf
of Sec. 28, 10 S. the Pecos river near Lake Arthur
shall in no wise conflict with a propo
24 E. . $20.00 per acre.
All lands In
of Sec. 28-- in sition to construct a public nlghway
bridge across the Pecos River near
cultivation $17.50. per acre.
of Sec. 28 not the town of Hagerman, Chaves CounAll lands In
ty, N. M., during the latter part of
in cultivation $10.00 per acre.
year 1907, and for which petitions
the
0
All lands In
of Sec.
are being circulated at this time but
S., 24 E. $20.00 per acre.
the building of said proposed bridge
All lands In
of Sec 0
near the town of Hagerman shall be
S., 24 E., $15.00 peracre .
h
All lands In
of Sec. 0 considered and dealt with the same
as if no bridge was in contemplation
S., 24. E., $10.00, per acre.
near Lake Arthur.
h
AH lands in
of Sec.
It is-- ordered that" W. E. Washing
S., 24 E. $7.50 per acre.
ton
be and he I3 hereby rebated the
1
S.,
Sec.
All lands in
of
per sum of $112.74 taxes against personal
24 E., not in cultivation $10.00
property for. year 1905, on account of
acre.
compromise assessment.
;
8
;
3
S
of
All lands in E of Sec.
10; 11 S., 24 E., $7.50 . No further business appearing the
9;
9; 11 Board adjourned.
8;
All lands In
(Signed)
, 24 E.
$12.50 per acre.
W. M. ATKINSON,
Attest:
and 7,
All lands In Sees.
Chairman.
F. P. GAYLE,
Sec 10; 11 S., 24 E. $5.00 per acre.
- Clerk. 0
S.,
All lands In Sees. 30 and
24 E., $2.50 per acre.
All other lands In Chaves County
Witc Ur Catalogue at
without visible water supply, $1.00.
RUBBER STAMPS '
On all lots in City of Roswell and
.
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AMD STATIONERY

the additions thereto and the towns

of Dexter, Hagerman, Lake Arthur. Ui
ton, and Kenna as per schedules of
valuation on file In this - office and
approved by this board.
Whereas; Now comes J. J. Boyd of
Lake Arthur Precinct and over five
hundred pther resident tax payers of
Chaves County, N. M., by petition duly filed and ask thlB board to appro.
mile, $5.00.
priate sufficient funds out of County
City, taxes to, assist the .citizens - of Lake
Local Telephone companies,
towns and villages for each telephone Arthur Precinct in building a public
the Pecos RivInstrument $10.00. Long distance tel- highway 'bridge-acros- s
ephone companies charging rates not er near the town of Lake Arthur, and
to exceed 50cts per, message per mile . Whereas; It has been satisfactorily
$20. and for each additional wire per 1 shown to this .board that Oe citizens
:

Ellin Brnthtrja
EL PASO. TEXAS.

o

& Co.

N. Main Su

MANY DELEGATES WILL

A system of insurance for ministers
ATTEND GENERAL ASSEMBLY already la operation by voluntary' coMay 16. Nearly a operation, by which the regular pay- Columbus,
thousand delegates and hundreds of ment of a certain sum. secures an an--.
additional visitors participated today nutty in later life to the minister and
at his death, will likely
in the inaugural session of the 119th to his widow
' for official consideration-Williaj come sup
general assembly of the Presbyterian
Henry Roberts, long the
church of the United States. All of
'stated
clerk
of the .ctruocii and secre
the meetings will be held In the Audi- tary
of the American branch of the
torium which has a seating capacity of
alliance. wIH. , likely be
over 5,000. Dr.Ira Landrith, modera- Presbyterian,
(moderator
by acclamation, Mr
elected
tor of the Cumberland Presbyterian
was the, leader In the movechurch last year, delivered the open- Roberts
ment , to I bring , about, the ,. union being sermon.
Of the thousand deletween
the Presbyterian and Cumberrepre
gates present, nearly one-thirland Presbyterian churches.
sent the Cumberland church.
t
meetOne of the
As this is the first session of the ings'
wUI be
general
assembly
the
of
general assembly since the union with
held next Sunday when services havthe Cumberlands was formed, much ing
for their, object the formation of
spent
arranging
the
in
time will be
closer
ties between laboring men and
details for a more complete adjustchurch will be held. The, meeting
ment of the relations between the the
merged bodies. Much of the prelimi will be conducted by the Rev. Chias.
nary work has already been accom Stelzle superintendent of the department of labor of the home missionary
plished, but many important matters
many years Dr. Stelzle
are yet pending and will be fully con- board. For
worked
manual
at
labor, and since ensidered by the general assembly. The
consolidation of 4he separate synods tering the ministry .has confined his
to establishing closer ibonds
and persbyteries of the two ohurches efforts
sympathy between his church and
will involve many minute distinctions of
some of which may be settled by gen- the men who do the work of the world
The total membership of the Presbyeral rules, while others will require
terian church of the United States
individual adjustment. Measures for Is
about 1,200,000, less than 200,000 of
merging the boards of home and forbeing Cumberland Presbyterians
these
eign missions and harmonizing the
thirty-fou- r
synods, 246
The body
educational and publishing interests presbyterieshas
and about 8,000 miniswill be passed upon by the delegates.!
ters.
It is expected that the final consum-- j
mation of the union will find many! M'MURRAY PLEADS FOR
Cumberlands unwilling to desert thei
MORE TREES IN ROSWELL.
old organization.
Several other prest
John H. McMurray, who came here
byteries have appealed to the general some months ago and Invested in Peassembly for permission to join th4 cos Valley real estate by purchasing
United Presbyterian body. This move the George Shields place southeast
ment has only recently been inaugiit of town, is a staunch friend of the
rated, but is daily growing in the shade and ornamental tree. He likes
strength.
to see them everywhere and likes the
Another matter brought up in the sight of them so well he spends his
general assembly- - today is a proposi- money on them. He stated to a retion to consolidate Presbyterian educa porter for the Record today that he
tional institutions, including MeCor-mic- intended to plant 100,000 on his place
Theological seminary, In Chica- east of Roswell within the next year.
go, Western Theological ;eminary in
Speaking on this subject Mr. Mc
Pittsburg, and Lane Theological semi- Murray said; ."Roswell's greatest at
nary in Cincinnati. The three insti- traction Is her. trees. It Is these
tutions own property aggregating mil- assets that make her an oasis in the
lions of dollars in value, and graduate desert. It Is the trees that make her
each year the majority of the young look to the person coming across sev
clergymen for the Presbyterian pulpit. eral hundred miles of desert like Old
Plans for the immediate evangeliza Glory looks to the traveler returning
tion of the entire world, adopted at from a foreign voyage. If
these
the recent Intersynodical Foreign things are true, which goes without
mission convention in Omaha, were re dispute, the. trees., should be beauti
ommended to the general assembly fied to the greatest extent. Which
today by the delegates from that body streets are the prettiest in the city?
considered. Why, the ones that are lines with
and will be thoroughly
The resolutions presented set forth even rows of trees,. There are many
that the Presbyterian church is di- places in this town where trees acturectly responsible for the Christianiz- ally double the worth of the lot
ing of the hundred millions of heath- Without, any . other consideration, the
en and Mohammedans; that to meet financial end of the proposition makes
this great responsibility, the field force it worth while . for every ' man who
should be at once Increased to 4,000 owns city ' property to plant trees in
American missionaries; that the car- front of and on his lot. There ought
rying out of the plans will require the be some way of compelling people to
annual expenditure of at least $6,000,-000- , plant trees. But since there is not.
a year. It is recommended that It' should be shown to them that it is
the church be transformed primarily to their advantage to do so.
into a great missionary society which
"The streets that have trees in
shall have for Us great object the front of some lots and none In front
preaching of the gospel to every crea- of others are the least desirable as
ture.
residence streets. The people who
The Presbyterian brotherhood, which live on these ragged looking streets
was organized last October In Indian- should take steps to have the gaps
apolis, has presented a petition seek- filled, that every street would have
ing the recognition and approval of the appearance of a boulevard. I will
the general assembly, which will cer- give $25 to start a subscription by
tainly be granted. The brotherhood which the gaps where trees have not
has for Its object the enlisting of the been planted will 'be filled.'
men of the church in closer union, in
C, R. Richards of Amarillo is In
in
order to secure their
town on business.
benevolent agencies.
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tomorrow.
' Board ' met on Saturday. March 2,
of Lake Arthur precinct and others
1907. at ; 10 o'clock a. m--, pursuant mile $5.00.
For long distance telephone com- have subscribed and will pay the sum
to adjournment.
Present: W. M." Atkinson, Chair- panies charging rates more than 60 of Two Thousand and Sixty - -four
carrying one wire Dollars toward the- construction - of
man; N. .'J. Fritx,' Commissioner; F. cents per message,'
- For each
, !
per
additional said highway bridge; and r
$50.
mile,
Clerk,
,.,'';-.;
been
to
tills
shown
per
has
wire
$5.00.
mile,
It
Whereas.
appointments
the
is
that
ordered
It
board that a good sobstantial sod sat
Stock horses, per head. $12.50. of Harry H. Howell and Edgar , F.
'
isfactaryt 'high way bridge cam b conhorses,, per head.xfl5.00
.Saddle
Harral, as deputy tax assessors In
American horses, per head,' $40.00. structed across the- - Pecos River nea
county, be, and the
and
American mules, per head, $50.00. Lake- - Arthur for the sum of $6,116.65
same Is hereby approved.

distressing ailment, watch for the first indication of
an attack; as soon as you feel it coming on take three of Chamberlain's Stom'
ach and. Liver Tablets and the attack may be warded, off.

If troubled with this
'

-

.

for-Chav-

-

--

.

SE-four- th

"

--

--

-

Mr. Geo. R.' Wright, of New London, New York,' says: "For several yean my wife was troubled with what
physicians called nick headache of a very severe character. She doctored with several eminent physicians and at a
ago she hegaa taking
great expensevoniy to grow worse Until she was enable to do any kind of work. About
Chamberlain's Stomach, and Liver Tablets and today weighs more than she ever didt before and is real well." . He-haginrTahU-tth...ig
nW
him
ar
who
rj
of
the remedy .Sold
righhora,
praipe
to
ntirniaHr
smral
ilyir
n,ll
.
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Willis WagSBneV JohA ffinghftm,
Leo Watbeo and Sam GifceawelL of
Dr. C E. Lukena returned last night Morganfleld, Ky.r arrived last night
from Twice.
on a prospecting visit.

Everybody goe

Store Closes at 6:00 O'clock

The Morriaon Bra'. Store.

Satisfaction

3t

5

Dn

The Morriaon Bros. Store

j

Mrs. M. E. Palmer, of Pbrtales, was
D. W. Haines, of Bonito, N. M,
here today, shopping.
secretary and treasurer of the Copper
Queen Mining and Milling Co., is
E. T. Wiggins, of Carthage, Mo., is here looking after business.
in the city on business.
J. M. Coburn, of the Turkey Track
Willard Jackson came down from ranch, came in last night from KanAmarillo last night on .business.
sas City to look after the shipment
of 75 cars of cattle, for which be orMr3. T. J. Clegg, of Morrison, O, dered cars last November.
T., arrived last night for a visit.
No use worrying any further about
Mrs. J. R. Tavlor. of Dallas, arriv that bridge being made safe. Jim
ed last night to spend a few days in Pinson.says it was Judge Welter who
fell in the irrigation ditch at least
Roswell.
the Judge is the .man who got after
C. D. Vasse and George W. Taylor, him to have a railing put on the
of Huntsville, Mo., came in last night bridge for safety.
on a prospecting visit.
Miss Marie Holt, who is touring
tA. W. Whitlock, of Lake Arthur Europe, has
sent members of her
arrived this morning from Big Springs class in. the Presbyterian Sunday
attractive souvenir
for an extended visit for her health, school some
cards from the Rock of Gibraltar,
W. O. Craze, who has been here Naples and other points along the
since last October, left this morning Mediterranean.
for Litchfield, 111. He will return in
E. A. Cahoon returned on the auto
the fall.

Clothes

It is not the
amount of

for clothes, but
the satisfaction you get
out of them.
You get sat2
isfaction out
of our clothes
It because they
if bear ear marks
31
of correct fash-I- t
ion and super-3- !

Misses Ida Roberts and Dora Hin-fclreturned this morning from a
visit with Mrs. John I. Hinkle at Ha-german.
e

f

: voraoiy

Earn I e Rhoades, who has been here
SHOULD
two months working for John H. McRECEIVE LAW'S LIMIT.
Murray, left this morning for his
An indignant sportsman said to a
home in Amarillo.
Record reporter this afternoon: "Every Sunday afternoon I see people
Thomas
Seward, of Albuquerque,
doves. This is
general agent of .the Mutual Benefit going out snooting
season. They are easily
mating
their
Life Insurance Co, arrived on the
killed now, but not fit to eat after
auto today on business.
they are shot. It is against the law
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Moore, of Gard to shoot them now, and I am one of
ner, Kan., came in this morning from a bunch of lovers of shooting who are
Carlsbad on a sight-seein- g
visit. They willing to give $10 apiece for information and evidence that will convict
will go north tomorrow.
any person of violating this law."
What the hunter says is true, and
J. H. Fox came up from Hagerman
practice of killing these birds
the
morning
days.
spend
to
this
a few
Mr. Fox is still unable to work on when in the nesting season should be
tsopped. Not long ago a certain beaccount of a mashed foot.
nevolent and Bport-lovin- g
citizen imCommencing at four o'clock this ported and liberated 180 pairs of Bob
afternoon, it is believed
that the Whites, (quails), doing it merely to
ball game between old timers and start the breed in this portion of the
tenderfeet can be finished before Territory. These birds are now public property, for they are intended as
dark.
a public benefit, and the peopje
o
H. Halverson, who has been here should take care of them and see
prospecting, left on the auto yester that none are killed for a few years.
day for Torrance, from where he will If any of these birds come into a
go to Washington and Oregon to see yard or field, they should be fed and
protected, rather than shot.
the country.

JSP'

fa- T

witn

the best class
j

MADE iN NHW YOJ K

ure garments.

4!

You get satisfaction out of our clothes because
they satisfy the men most difficult to please.
You get satisfaction out of our clothes, because
they have no superior and are moderate in price.
And the satisfaction we have is of knowing that
it
men are daily becoming more numerous in this city and that we are instrumental in clothft ing the major portion of that increase.

o

Mrs. Henry M. Seligman, who has JAW BROKEN WHILE
been here visiting her sister, Mrs.
STOPPING A RUNAWAY.
Thomas Sandham, for the past seven
Willis H. Ferguson was kicked in
weeks, left this morning for her home the face by a young horse on Main
In Chicago.
street yesterday afternoon and his
jaw was broken, while attempting to
E. W. Karr, of Webster City, la., is stop a runaway team which a negro
spending a couple of weeks in Ros- could not hold. The worst of the in
well viewing the country with the in jury is that Mr. Ferguson must live
tention of locating if he likes the place on liquid food until his jaw heals.
He was formerly a coal mine operator

l

well-dress-

ed

S. E. Mitchell, right of way
for the Southern Pacific, was
Friday on .business, but declared
there was no railroad news of
ticular interest in connection
bis visit.

mm

Prices Range, Per Suit From $10 to $35.
51

A

great .line of Spring Haberdashery to select

E. & W., and Eagle shirts, New
Neckwear, Underwear, Gloves, Etc.

fromV--Manhatta- n,

1

it

The Right Place
For The Correct
Styles at the
Proper Price.

Morrison Bros.' & Co.

IX.

If Your Purchase
Does Not Please
In Every Way we
will Return Your
Msney.

n

if??
Dave Howell

went

to his

reach

near Kenaa today.

LOCAL NEWS.

I

J. P. White made his usual trip
north Ciis moruing.
Eyes tested tree U
Jeweler and Optlclas.

Get the Majestic habit
Ed Tyson is In from his ranch.

Ocean Wave
WASHING MACHINES.
In fact, we think you would prefer the Washer at
the same price. Sold on a guarantee. (The Washer, not the dog.)

J.

U

B. Boellner,
88 tf

went to Boas this
business trip.

M. Rose

J, J. Clark was up from Artesla
Thursday looking after business.
tuiUI yuu figure with
Second Hand Store. Phone 227.

Don't seii

Ma-kin- 's

O

P. M. Duncan came up from Lake
Arthur this morning to spend two
days with friends.
O

morn- -

te

1

-

s

man

with

beat 12 per
Carlton & Bell.

cent

interest

"Play Base Ball" with "Cates Base
Rail" Pard crame. Ladies, eet a. deck
of these cards and learn the game so
that you will enjoy a real game when
you attend.
INGBRSOLi, BOOK
64-STORE.

JL.--

(Drainn
S"lffms
Guaranteed under Pure Food
Law

Do You?

Daniel Drug Company

HISTORY

ROMANCE

AT THE MAJESTIC

Begining

To-Nig-

ht

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Overture.
Napoleon and Sentry.
Lone Highwayman.
Song Waiting at the Church
Interlude March.
Mechanical Statue.
Song How'd You Like to

8.
9.

Rival Brothers.
Exit March.

TO-NIG-

Ros well's Renued Place

of clean

Amusement.

Performance at 8 and 9
every evening.

be my beau?

CHILDREN
CROWN-UP- S

featurs.

5 GENTS

The

10 CENTS

Majestic

R. E. Nelson, a postofflce inspector
from Denver, who has been here several days checking over the business
of the Roswell office, left this morn
ing for the north. He found every
thing in Postmaster Kellahin's es
tablishment in good condition.

The 800 above means that
for $800 we can sell you a 110
ft. front fot on Main Street if
Carl
sold in next few days.
ton & Befl.

Aft a IBararalirQ

tf

$

800

$

Mrs. Richard Thorne and baby arA H't- rived this morning from Carlsbad to
Have Cruse put on a new set of
spend a few days here with Mr. rubber tires on that buggy. Only the
Thorne, who Is temporarily in charge best rubber is
used. "Goodyear-Wing.- "
of the Roswell store of the Ullery
guaranteed for one year. New
Furniture Company, while Mr. Ullery shipment just received.
6St6
is on a business trip 'to Texico.
A Homo Run.
Fritz Brink, A, D. Garrett and Elza
I am better prepared to turn out
White have arranged through the work than ever before. Two first-clas- s
agency of a ayndieate to ship thi3 blacksmiths. "If you are broke we
spring's clip of wool to London to be can fix you."
62t6
sold there at auction sales. Their
TEXAS SHOP.
wools are worth considerably more
For Sale.
money there than on our market.
Bids on the old Baptist church, par
o
sonage and lot, will be received by
Mrs. Eliza Cad well left this mornundersigned up to June 1st, 1907.
the
ing for Elkhart, Ind., where she will Right
reserved to reject any or all
make her home with the relatives of bids.
P. DIVERS,
her husband, whose death occurred
R. H. KEMP. 62tl2
February 11. The body of the late
Mr. Cad well was exhumed yesterday
Attention.
and was shipped today to TTkhart- We have for sale 20 acres of land
within the corporate limits of RosElder H. M. J. Richards, of Love-land- . well. This land is well fenced and in
On the land is an arteColo, secretary ot the execu- cultivation.
sian well, some fruit trees and a
tive committee of the Seventh Day good
house. This is a splen
Advea-Uschurch, arrived this morn- did proposition at $3,000, or will
good
spend
residence. Carlton &
trade for
ing from the south, and will
six-roo-

t

Hag-eroa- n

We Use

for m

Mrs. F. L. Bowman, nee Anibel Carmack has arrived for a visit of two
or three months with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Carmack.
She
is living in Rhyolite, Nev., and
is
greatly pleased with her new home.

rs

,

5 acres of splendid land with
here
that in one block of Main Street for
par- $800.
An investment here will

Voirti miss something good if you
rag on a
Mamiss
this week's program at
G R-- Urton went to Kenna this
Only 10 ets.
jestic
Arthur,
Miller,
of Lake
Mies Stella
was here shopping today.
'
Miss Bettle TanaehiU left this morat
Boellner, theJeweler, .has
Amarillo. c account of the
ning
,
7tf
cheaper.
J. A. Edwards, the Lake Arthur illnessforof her nephew.
banker, was in town today.
; W. D. Hedrick returned this mornJ. TL Steedmas, of Kansas City, several days here visiting Elder M.
ing from Artesia.
Miam Sadie Shortridgs is down from
left
this morning for Amarillo after D. Warfle and the local congregation.
ifonn. tot a viaR with Mends.
visit litre.
business
a
T. F. easier came op froxs Avaloa
Wbat! Did you say Chat chicken
Dam this morning.
P. K. Xeter, of Amarillo, is. here
pto
baked in' a gas oven is even bet
W. 8. Wright and J. D. Cooley were
looking after buainess Interests.
in from Glen, yesterday visiting with ter than that rom the old fashioned
Legal Blanks of all Kinds lor sale
adobe oven? "Sure Mike."
Captain . Smith, ffce aew Salvation friends and transacting business.
at the Record Office.
There Is no '''aomsarement,' Take
Army nn, is 'expected tomorrow.-- . '
Madtaon.. who has been in dinner with the ladies of the ChrisJ. Lw Keel returned this s&ornfng
np
was
years.' left this morning tian church at the Sheridan Building
DaTisson
frost
W.
two
Roswell
8.
from a three weeks' visit la Mifcseral
Saturday, awl he ccarlnced.
for Amarillo, whsrs bs has a Job.
this mom tag on busiaess.
Wells.
i

name of a pet dog
owned by Mrs. Patrick Camp
bell, the English actress. The
actual value of this dog is
not to be compared with one
of our

today from Los Angeles, Calif., where

-

I

Isthe

he attended the Shriners' conclave
and visited many friends. He was in
Los Angeles at the time of the terrible wreck above Santa Barbara. Mr.
Cahoon has been gone three weeks.

DOVE-SHOOTER- S

You get satisfaction out
of our clothes
i because they
"11

faulty Poo"

iiilts

Cohductor E. B. Thompson brought
in last night the fanciest rope table
The Albuquerque base ball team
ever seen in this section. He won it will arrive Monday morning over the
in a raffle.
automobile route, ten men strong,
rooters.
and with four Albuquerque
George E. Smith, of Lawton. O. T., They will play Monday, Tuesday and
who has been prospecting in the val- Wednesday withr the Military
Instiley, returned this morning from a tute, and possibly other games with
trip south.
the town team.

ior tailoring.

compare

u

"

money you pay

I

to tba ilaJestJc.

Bel.

-

q

- -

Notice to Realty Dealers.
This day iwe withdraw from the
bands of all realty dealers our prop
erty on corner of Lea and Alameda
ave. in city of Roswell. Signed)
MR. and MRS. E, H, HUMPHREYS

High grade Tents, Household Goods
composed of Furniture,

Commode

Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
Bedding,
CALL AT ONCE.

Spring River Sanitarium

WATCH AND LISTEN
tor

Gronsky's Ice Cream Wagon
Gronsky's New Ice Cream Wagon makes daily
tours of the city. It can be found on the streets
at all hours of the day. Those wishing Ice
Cream delivered can call Phone No. 179 and the
wagon will be sent around at once. Our Ice
Cream is first class in every respect, the next
time the wagon passes your way try some. You
will know it by the jingle of the Sleigh Bells.

6flt2

The Majestic is worth while.
anybody.

Ask

e

